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Our story starts in a palace with towers,

with beautiful gardens full of birds and flowers.

Princess Perihan lives in this land,

and everyone wants to win her hand.

Princes bring gifts from everywhere,

to show her dad how much they care.

But in this story you will see

what the greatest gift can be!
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a market

gold

strange things

a land

hear
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In another faraway land, there lived three brothers, who

were princes. They, too, heard of Princess Perihan’s beauty,

and they all wanted to marry her. Each of them had five

thousand pieces of gold to buy a gift for the Sultan. So they

went to a market full of strange things to find gifts.
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for pages 36 – 41

 0   ....................

 1   ....................

 2   ....................juice

I     Look and write: turn to, look into, jump onto, step forward.

 0   ......................  1   ......................  2   ......................  3   ......................turn to

H    Look at the pictures and write the words.

 3   ....................  4   ....................  5   ..........................
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J    Look at the pictures and complete the sentences.

 1   It is ..................... .  2   She is ..................... .

 4   He is ......................
the boy to school.

 6   She is .................
her teddy bear.

 7   He is .................... 
a lemon.

 8   He is ................
on a carpet.

 0   He is ..................... .shouting

 3   He is ..................
the man.

 5   It is .....................
the boy.
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